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Four experiments examined the relative use of retinal and extraretinal informationin judging
the location of a stimulus flash resented under normal linhtina conditions in the temwral
vicinity of an eye saccade. Two prekous studies done under nomal gghting conditions (N. ~ischof
& E. Kramer. 1968. and S. Mateeff. 1978) had hypothesized strong use of extraretinal infor
nation. The present study reexamined this work and showed that, ih fact, two kinds of retinal
effectshad been neglected in these studies. and that these alone probably sufficetoexplain the
results. The first retinal effect is related to differencesbetween the response of the visual system to foveal and peripheral stimuli. and may be active even in the dark. The second retinal effect is related to the fact that smearing of the retinal image of the backpound occurs when the
eye moves.
When a brief stimulus is flashed up in the visual
field sometime near the instant an eye saccade takes
place, it is seen as displaced with respect to its true
spatial position. Such m i s l ~ t i o effects
n
have been
studied extensively by L. Matin and Pearce (1%5),
Bischof and Kramer (]%I?), L. Matin, E. Matin, and
Peace (1969). L. Matin, E. Matin, and Pola (1970).
Monahan (1972). and Mateeff (1978). The interest
in the mislocation paradigm is that it constitutes a
way of examining what..I Matin, E. Matin, and Pearce
(1969) called the "extraretinal signal".
The extraretinal signal is a theoretical construct
that has its origins in Wundt's, Helmholtz's, and
James's theories of space perception and was developed more recently by Sherrington (1918). and
von Holst and Mittelstaedt (1950). It is designed to
explain why our perception of the visual world is
stable despite eye movements. The extraretinal signal
is assumed to originate from somewhere other than
the retina (e.g., from the eye muscles or their command centers in the brain), and to indicate the position of the eyes with respect to the body. By algebraically combining this extrmtinal signal with
retinal informationabout the position o f a n object
on the retina, the visual system should be able to calculate
.-..the wsition of the obiect with resoect to the
body eveirwhen eye moveients are mide. If the
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extraretinal signal were perfectly accurate, that is,
if it changed exactly in step with eye saccades. no
errors would be made io locating a brief flash presented near the moment of a saccade. The fact that
errors are made in locating such a flash is taken to
indicate that the extraretinal signal is sluggish, starting to change slightly before the saccade onset and
finishing slightly after it (cf. valuable reviews by
L. Matin, 1972, 1976, 1982, Shebilske, 1977, and
MacKay, 1973).
While most authors studying mislocation effects
have assumed that, for horizontal eye movements,
the extraretinal signal can be represented as a simple
scalar quantity changing with time p e r approximately
the period of the saccade, Bischof and Kramer (1%8)
proposed that it must actually be a whole coordinate
system of signals, one for each retinal location, with
each signal having different time characteristics with
respect to the saccade. They were forced into this
conclusion by an experiment that showed that the
errors made in estimating the position of a flash
depended not only on the time of stimulation relative
to sacade onset, but also on the refinol locotion the
flash impinged on.
Bischof and Kramer's result forces other work on
the mislocation ~roblemto be put intodoubt. If their
finding of a retinal-locus dependence of mislocation
errors is replicable, then experiments studying mislocation of flashes must control for the retinal location the flash impinges upon. If this is not done, then
the effects found will be the average of disparate effects for the different retinal locations stimulated.
d and so will depend mainly on the particular (uncontrolled-for) combination of retinal locations that
happen to be used. This fact has been ignored by
other authors. For example, Mateeff (1978). in an
I
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experiment done under conditions very similar to
Bischof and Kramer's, plots mislocation data as a
function of time, but confounds what may be quite
different contributions for different retinal positions
stimulated by the flash.
The studies of L. Matin and Pearce 1%5, L. Matin,
E. Matin, and Pearce (1969), L. Matin, E. Matin,
and Pola (1970). and Monahan (1972) should also
be reconsidered in the light of Bischof and Kramer's
result. In those studies, subjects reported whether
a test flash that occurred sometime before, during,
or after the eye movement lay to the left or the right
of a previously seen futation target. For every moment
of occurrence of the flash, Matin et al. determined
a retinal point of subjective equality, whose perceived
location matched that of the previously viewed fixation target. If Bischof and Kramer are right, then the
extraretinal signal determined by Matin et al. is only
the signal corresponding to the fixation target, and
other signals would have been found if the initially
viewed reference point had been different (L. Matin
& Pearce, 1965, did, in fact, refer to such a possibility). Furthermore, there may possibly be a problem
in calculating the point of subjective equality by interpolation along ogives constructed from judgments
of "left" and "right," since each of these judgments
corresponds t6 a stimulus falling on a retinal location
that is'not the point of subjective equality, and sp
is subject to an extraretinal signal different from the
one for the point of subjective equality. If there is
not a smooth change in extraretinal signal as we go
from one retinal location to the next, then the point
of subjective equality cannot be deduced from the
behavior of nearby retinal points. While a priori it
seems unlikely that the extraretinal signal should behave discontinuously as we move from one retinal
point to another, Bischof and Kramer did in fact observe what they called "islands" of discontinuity.
Given the importance of Bischof and Kramer's
conclusions regarding the notion of extraretinal signal and the interpretation of mislocation data, it
seemed vital to try to replicate their retinal-locus effect, and to check whether the "coordinate system"
form of the extraretinal signal was the only way of
explaining the data. The series of experiments presented here commences with a replication of the
Bischof and Kramer experiment and an extension of
it to a wider range of retinal locations stimulated by
the flash. Three further experiments then investigate
the possibility that the effects found could be accounted for in terms of retinal rather than extraretinal
mechanisms.

SACCADE EXPERIMENT
Bischof and Kramer used time of flash occurrence
as an independent variable, and disconfounded time
and retinal position stimulated by the flash by doing

a post hoc analysis of their data. Here a computer
is used to track the retina and to project flashes on
predetermined retinal positions, independently of
the position the eye has reached in the saccade.
Method
The subject wore photoelectric eye movement recording glasses
that used the scleral reflection technique. The glasses were interfaced to a computer that controlled the display as a function of
the subject's eye movements. The computer sampled eye position
once every 5 msec. The response time of the apparatus combination (eye giasses/amplifier/computer) to an eye movement was
measured by having the computer move a simulated eye (consisting of a light patch) on the screen. This time u'aslas than0.5 msec
after the most recent sample taken. The subject's head was fued
by a dental bite, so that the computer could measure absolute eye
position in space with an accuracy of 1/3 deg. This accuracy was
maintained throughout by continuous recalibration and automatic checking- (cf.
1978). The subiect sat 44 cm from
. O'Reuan.
thedisplay screen in a drmTy lif room ~mbicnilighlingand brightness of the display were c o n s m l across all three subjects (screen
about €4cdlm').
Two white triangles, 9.2 cm (12 deg) apart on a horizontal axis
near the middle of the screen, constituted fuation marks A and
B on the left and right. The triangles had sides of length 1.5 cm
(2 deg). Figure I gives a step-by-step account of a n individual experimental trial. In the stimulus phase, the subject makes a saccads from fuation mark A t o fuation mark B. Sometime near
or during the saccade, the computer generates a stimulus flash,
consisting of the letter "I." In the response phase, the subject
indicates the position where he saw the flarh by moving a cursor
controlled by a potentiometer knob. The flashed "I" was 3 mm
(0.4 deg) high and 0.5 mm (0.07 deg) wide. It was displayed for
I3 Wec and decayed according to the characteristics of the P31
phosphor whose remanence was reduced using a gray filter. Stimulus intensity was the minimum required to be easily detectable
at the greatest eccentricity. It was the same (around 1W cd/ml)
for all three subjects. Pilot experiments with different values of
flash intensity and ambient lighting showed a negligible effect
on the pattern of results.
.
Two parameters were independently varied: the location the
flash stimulated on the retina, and the instant at which the flash
occurred. The location the flarh stimulated on the retina could
be any one of seven possible laations: on the fovea, and +2.4,
t4.8, or *7.2 deg from the fovea. On two-thirds of the trials.
the flash was triggered at one of six instants following saccade
onset: 5, 10,15,20,25, or 3Omsecafte1saxadeonset. On one-third
of the trials. the flash was triggered at time t after the trial was
initiated; t was chosen equal t o the latency found at the previous
trial measured from trial initiation to saccade onset. In this way.
given the variability in saccade latency, some flashes occurring
just before or just after the saccade were generated in addition
to those triggered at chosen moments during thesaccade.
The author (K.O.R.) and two other subjects, one of whom
(Subject A.L.S.) was partially naive and the other (Subject N.C.)
completely naive. participated in the experiment. The subjects
performed the experiment in sessions of 252 trials in which each
combination of retinal location and flash trigger instant occurred
4 times (for trigger instants dependent on saccade initiation) o r I2
times (when trigger instant depended on trial initiation). The
order of trials was random. Owing to data loss through calibration error, some subjects sat for more &ons than others (K.O.R..
4-ions;A.L.S..
J;N.C., 3).

.

Results
Figures 3,4, and 5 plot the data for the three subjects. In each figure, seven separate graphs are plotted,
one for each of the seven retinal locations stimulated
by the flash. If responses were veridical, they should
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Bischof and Kramer, and is explained further in Figure 2.
Aceumcy before end after saccade. The main result to observe for flashes occurring before or after
(but not during) the saccade is that the extent to which
responses are veridical depends on the retinal location stimulated. For foveal and near foveal flashes
(0 and 2.4 deg from fovea), data points before and
after the saccade lie near the contours indicating
veridical response. For more peripheral flashes (i4.8
and +7.2 deg from fovea), data points show greater
variability. Their mean position is also systematically
displaced with respect to the veridical. This is more
clearly seen from the filled circles in Figure 6, which
plot median location error as a function of retinal
eccentricity instead of time. The upper figures pool
data in Figures 3.4, and 5 over all times before the
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saccade; the lower figures pool over all times after ground (Leibowitz, Myers, & Grant, 1955; see also
the saccade. In all cases, there is a definite depen- Mateeff, Mitrani, & Yakimoff, 1977a. 1977b). In
dence of location errors on retinal location stimu- general, the work shows an underestimation of pelated. In four cases, this dependence consists in an ripherally viewed distances.' Other work (e.g.,
underestimation of the veridical eccentricity of the Newsome, 1972; Helmholtz, 1909/1925) shows sysflash (cf. negative slope of the curves). In the two tematic underestimation of the size of peripherally
other cases (K.O.R. and A.L.S., lower graphs), a presented objects.
Background spearing. As pointed out by L. Matin
different pattern exists, but there is still a clear vari(1976, referring to unpublished work of Matin, Matin,
ation of the effect with retinal location stimulated.
Accuracy during the succude. Accuracy in estimat- Bowen, & Kowal, 1969). by Shebilske (1977, p. 31),
ing flash position during the saccade was variable by MacKay (1970, 1973). and by L. Matin, Stevens,
asross subjects. Nevertheless. here also, when the data and Picoult (1983), the fact that the Bischof and
for each subject are considered, there are definite Kramer experiments were done in corlditions of nordifferences for the different retinal locations stimu- mal illumination and not in the dark means that inlated by the flash. Thus, for Subject K.O.R., foveal formation was available on the retina during the sacflashes were localized at the fovea's departure point cade which the subjects might have used to make
at A, or at its arrival point at B, but never near their their judgments, instead of relying on information
veridical position in between. However, for nonfoveal from extraretinal sources. The most obvious hyflashes. Subject K.O.R.'s data show smoother curves pathesis would be that at the moment of flash occurand the responses are much closer to veridical. The rence, the subject notes the instantaneous position of
same differences between foveal and peripheral flashes the flash relative to neasby reference points (in the
can he seen for Subject N.C., except that for positive present case, Tuation marks A and B), and uses this
retinal locations there was a tendency to see flashes estimation to make his response afterwards. If the
at fixation marks A or B rather than in their veridical subject can do this accurately, his position judgments
positions. Subject A.L.S.'s data are much noisier. will be accurate. The fact that there are systematic
They can be summarized by saying that for negative errors in flash location can be attributed to periphery/
retinal locations she frequently saw flashes near fiia- fovea differences, but it also may be related to smeartion mark A, whereas for positive and foveal retinal ing of the retinel imege of the background caused
by the eye movement. Localization of a brief flash
locations the curves were closer to veridical.
in the presence of background smearing may give
rise to complex retinai events leading to systematic
Retinal Explanations
The data strongly confirm Bischof and Kramer's biases in localization. This may be a further source
finding of a retinal-locus effect.' However, this does of error for that subset of the data in the Bischof
not mean that their interpretation in terms of a "co- and Kramer and Mateeff paradigm that corresponds
ordinate system" version of the extraretinal signal is to cases when the flash is presented while the eye is
correct. Is there an explanation in terms of retinal moving.
rather than extraretinal mechanisms? Two retinal
mechanisms may be at work in generating the data.
NO-SACCADE EXPERIMENT
(Note that by "retinal" we mean mechanisms brought
into action by light falling on the retina, even though
This experiment determines the role played in the
they may have a nonretinal component such as re- saccade experiment by the first kind of retinal effect,
sponse bias. Mechanisms of "extraretinal" origin namely, properties of the visual system leading to
are related to the position of the eye in the orbit and foveal/peripheral differences in localization ability.
are not mediated by ~nformationon the retina.)
The influence of extraretinal information that may
P e r i p h e d / f o v d differences in the visual system. be present in the saccade experiment is removed by
The retina is not homogeneous. Peripheral vision maintaining the eye Tied. Comparison with the sacdiffers from central vision in a variety of ways: it has cade experiment is limited to cases in that experiment
poorer acuity and poorer contrast sensitivity. there in which there is no additional effect of retinal smearare rod-cone differences and differences in persis- ing, that is, to cases in which the flash is presented
tence, etc. These factors, which have nothing to do before or after the saccade, at which time the eye is
with the movement of the eye, may partially explain stationary.
the systematic dependence of Bischof and Kramer's
results on the retinal location stimulated by the flash. Method
Subjects K.O.R.,N.C.,and A.L.S. were retcsled under exactly
Indeed, it is known that even for the stationary eye,
the m e conditions as the sacude experiment, except that the
when a brief flash impinges on noncentral parts of subject
never made a saccade. Instead. during the stimulus phase
the retina, systemat~cerrors are made in estimating of the experiment, the subject continuously looked at either fuathe spatial position of a flash. This is true in the dark tion mark A or fixation mark B, depending on experimental con(Osaka. 1977) and in the presence of a visible back- dition. Two hundred m~llisecondsafter the computer detected
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accurate fixation, a flash occurred at a position on the screen
chosen bv the comouter so as to imoinne umn one of several retinal
locations.
as in the saccade exaeriment.
the eve was fixatinn.
~,
~~-~ Since
-.
thew corresponded to fined locations on the screen, at least to
within the accuracy determined by the subject's fixation accuracy
and the accuracy of the calibration (1/3-1/2 deg). The interval of
200 msec was chosen so as to approximately simulate the conditions in the saccade experiment, in which the flash appeared at
an instant somewhere around saccade onset, that is, about one
saccadic latencv, lea.
, ~203
-~~
- msec). after an accurate fuation at fuation mark A was detected. The response phase of the experiment
was ,dentical to that ofthe saccadc experiment.
~

~

~~

~

.

~

~

.

~~

~

Results
The open circles in Figure 6 plot mean errors made
by the subjects as a function of retinal location stimulated. For comparison, the errors made in the sacfade experiment before and after the saccade are
shown as filled circles. The trends of the two sets of
curves are similar. The absolute value of the errors
in the no-saccade experiment are smaller or equal to
those in the saccade experiment. This shows that a
sizable portion and sometimes all of the errors made
in the saccade experiment, in cases before the eye
starts moving or after it has stopped moving, can be
explained by the no-saccade data, that is, by assuming that the position sense of the peripheral retina
gives systematic errors. (It is interesting to note that
the errors are different, depending on whether the
subject is fixating mark A or mark B. This shows a
dependence of errors on the visual background.)
The fact that the errors in the saccade experiment
are sometimes larger than what would be predicted
from the no-saccade experiment shows that there
may sometimes be an additional source of error in
the saccade experiment. However, this extra error
is comparatively small. It could have an extraretinal
source or it could be caused by that portion of the
responses which were sufficiently close to saccade
onset or offset to be affected by the retinal mechanisms of background smearing to be discussed later.
MOVINGSCENE EXPERIMENT
This experiment determines the role played in the
saccade experiment by the second kind of retinal effect postulated above, namely background smearing.
By moving the background rather than the eye, the
experiment simulates the retinal disturbances caused
by eye movement, but without the involvement of
a possible extraretinal signal. The experiment is similar to that of MacKay (1970). However, MacKay
did not disconfound retinal position stimulated and
moment of stimulation, so comparison of his results
with those of Bischof and Kramer and the present
saccade experiment is not possible. This is remedied
here by measuring separate time-error curves for
each retinal location stimulated by the flash.

Method
A mechanical apparatus designed to model the conditions of
the saccade experiment was constructed. A black slide, of the
same width as the display screen of the saccade experiment, moved
behind a stationary edge with a mark in the middle chat served
as fixation point to be continuously fixated by the subject. The
black side was attached to the apparatus frame by an elastic band
so that, when released from a position on the right, it would move
in about 40 msec to a restinn oosition on the left. The black slide
carried two white triancles
to
fixation marks
v~~~correraondin~
~ ~
...the
~~~.
. ~
in the saccade experiment. The subject started with the slide so
that triangle A was positioned above his fixation mark on the stationary edge. While the subject maintained his eye steady on this
mark. the experimenter released the slide to allow it to move rapidly
to a position that brought triangle B to a point that coincided with
the subject's fixation mark. The subject held his regard steady
throuehout. Holes in the slide and in its frame could be owned
c
so that. at a chosen moment during the slide's movement, a bnef
flash was projected a t a chosen position on the subject's retina.
Light for the flash came from a light bulb behind the apparatus.
The retinal locations used were the same as in the previous experiment, but fewer flashes were used. It was assumed, as an approximation, that the slide moved at constant speed above the fuation point. Flashes could be delivered at instants corresponding
t o 1/10. 3/10. 5/10. 7/10. and 9/10 of the saccade oath. As in
the s a c i d e exkriment..~~
ambient linhtin~was keat the &me durinn
cx&rimentatiin and was adjucted;~ t 6 t l h e h h could be c ~ l l y
detectableat thegreatest retinal eccentricities.
The subject's task was to point to the location where hc saw
the flash. In this analog of the saccadc experiment. the slide models
the display screen and the stationary fuation mark corresponds
t o the fuvca. Therefore, to make the task comparable to the saccade experiment, the subject made his location judgment relative
to the moving slide &?d not relative to his stationary fuarion point.
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Results
For comparison with the saccade experiment, the
results of the moving-scene experiment are plotted
as open circles on the corresponding graphs of the
saccade experiment (Figures -3, 4, and 5). This is
justified because, as far as relative motion is concerned, the figures can still be considered to show the
progress of the retina across the display, even though
now the dis~lavis moving rather than the retina. Each
open circle is centered onthe median of five responses
given by the subject. The dispersion of the responses
was very small, and no larger than the diameter of
the open circles.
The most important characteristic of the movingscene data was also observed in the saccade experiment: there are different patterns of error for the different retinal locations stimulated by the flash. As in
the saccade data, foveal error curves differ from peripheral ones in the sense that they show little (Subject A.L.S.) or no (Subjects K.O.R. and N.C.) rariation with time of flash. Foveal flashes are localized
as though the retina "carried with it" the excitation
caused by the flash, and assigned it to the position
in space corresponding to the eye's final position (cf.
K.O.R. and N.C. retinal location 0, in particular).
Data for nonfoveal flashes also are similar to those
for the saccade experiment. Nonfoveal flashes are
not simply localized as though the retina carried with
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E r r o r s made before saccade
KOR

E r r o r s made a l t e r s a c c a d e
~i~~~~
6. Filled circles: Subset of the results of the saccade experiment for cases in which the flash occurred before (upper curves)
or .f@r flower curve*) Ule saceade. Median localion errors are plotted ns a function of retinal location stimulated. Open circles: Mean
location errors for the no-sscude experiment.
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it the excitation caused by the flash: estimated flash
eccentricity lies in between what would be predicted
from this hypothesis and the veridical position shown
by the saccade-like contours in the graphs. Furtbermore, the estimated flash position is not constant
in time as would be predicted if localization took
place as a function of the retinal stimulation remaining after the apparatus came to rest. Rather, estimated flash position varies with the moment of occurrence of the flash during the slide movement.

Discussion
Since the eye is stationary here, the fact that strong
mislocation errors are found cannot be related to the
growth of an extraretinal ~ i g n a lDespite
.~
differences
in experimental apparatus and procedure. the pattern
of errors has the same qualitative and in many cases
quantitative characteristics as the portion of the errors in the saccade experiment that occur for withinsaccade flashes.
INTERMITTENT-FLASH EXPERIMENT
The above experiments strongly suggest that a
large part, if not all, of the location errors observed
in the saccade and Bischof and Kramer experiments
may have a retinal rather than an extraretinal cause.
However, some extraretinal effects may still be present, and the present experiment is an attempt to measure them.
If the mislocation effects observed in the saccade
experiment were due to the action of an extraretinal
signal, then over a period of time, which may be
long or short and synchronous or not with the saccade. the signal must make a change of about the
same magnitude as the saccade amplitude. This predicts that if the same retinal position is stimulated
several times intermittently during the period of
growth of the extraretinal signal, then the perceived
impression should be one of several fiashes physically
separated in space by about a distance corresponding
to the saccade amplitude.
Method
Theexperiment involved thesame subjects and conditions as the
sacude experiment, except that instead of the single flash projected on a given retinal location in each trial, seven flashes were
projected by the computer at conssutive 5-mxc intervals, all impinging on that same retinal location. This was. of course, possible only to the extent to which the computer was able to accurately track and project flashes on a given retinal position during
the naccade. The calibration accuracy of the apparatus was verified.
at the initial fuation point and at the position of response. to be
no more than 1/3 and 1/2 deg, reswtivdy. Possible flash pdsitions and the inslanu OK occurrence of the first flash in the series
of seven flashes were the same as in the s a w d e experiment.

Results and Discussion
In all trials, the subjects perceived a small clump
of flashes in which the successive flashes were super-

imposed to a greater or lesser extent. Of interest was
the maximum spread of the flashes seen, and only
this was recorded for each subject. It was 1.3 deg for
K.O.R. and2degforN.C. andA.L.S.
Since 2 deg is 1/6th of the total 12-deg saccade.
this result shows that the extraretinal signal grows
no more than 1/6th of the total saccade extent in the
temporal vicinity of the saccade. In fact, the small
spread that is found is wholly attributable to calibration error, inasmuch as a 2-deg error is of the same
order as that expected through calibration error from
a series of seven flashes that each can be about 1/3 to
1/2 deg away from the true retinal location to be
stimulated.
A second experimental condition was run in which
the series of seven flashes was always delivered starting at only one critical moment, namely the moment
the saccade was detected. Since the greatest changes
in the graphs of mislocation errors occur just after
saccade onset in Mateeff's (1978). Bischof and
Kramer's (1%8), and the present saccade data, this
is also where a calculated extraretinal signal will be
changing the fastest. In consequence, this should be
the moment at which the intermittent flashes should
be most spread out. However, as before, for all retinal positions used in the saccade experiment, no
spread larger than 2 deg was reported. It must be
concluded that any extraretinal signal cannot have
changed by more than 1/6th of the total saccade extent between saccade onset and the seventh flash,
35 msec (or about the saccade duration) later.'
L. Matin. E. Matin, and Pola (1968. unpublished
work cited in L. Matin. 1976. p. 206) have performed
an experiment whose results concord with those of the
present experiment. If two flashes are flashed successively during the saccade with a brief interval between them, the perceived distance between the flashes
reflects mainly their retinal offset, and not any change
in the amplitude of an extraretinal signal.

POSSIBLE RETINAL MECHANISMS
The above three experiments show that in the data
of Bischof and Kramer and of Mateeff, as well as
that of the saccade experiment, the influence of an
extraretinal signal, considered as a scalar or coordinate system of scalars, is minimal. The mislocation
phenomena observed may, to a large extent, be explained in terms of retinal effects related to peripheral/
foveal differences in the visual svstem and/or to the
presence and smearing of the background caused by
the eye movement. The following sections present
detailed information on mechanisms that show how
these two types of retinal phenomena might produce
the observed error patterns. It is assumed that the
subject has no extraretinal information about eye
position other than knowledge of the approximate
amplitude and approximate moment of occurrence
of the saccade.

FLASH LOCALIZATION DURING SACCADES

Erron for Flashes Refore and After the Saccade

The case of peripheral flashes is harder to explain
because the data show a clear variation of mislocation errors with time of stimulation. There must be
some differences between periphery and fovea that
makes a time dependence appear. It we assume that
decisions are based on the cumulated evidence after
the saccade, then, in contrast to the case for foveal
flashes, we must assume for peripheral flashes that
there is some difference in the final pattern of stimulation as a function of their moment of occurrence.
One possibility is that remanence may be shorter in
periphery than in foveal vision, so that what is left
of the stimulation after the saccade depends on how
early in the saccade the flash occurred.
Little work exists in the literature on the subject
of periphery/fovea remanence differences. However.
the following facts, though not speaking directly to
E m m for FIM~W Daring the Saccade
What strategy might the subject adopt to localize the issue, concur in suggesting that under some cona flash that occurs during a saccade? There are prob- ditions a foveal excitation takes longer to decay than
lems with the simple idea that he notes the relative a parafoveal one. Fist, there is some data (e.g.,
position of the flash with respect to the background Hartmann, Lachenmayr, 8 Brettel, 1979) that suggests that, under certain conditions of lighting, flicker
at the moment the flash occurs. The remanence of
the visual system is considerable: the movement, fusion frequency is higher in parafoveal regions. Incaused by the saccade, of the visual scene over the cidental evidence to support this can be obtained by
retina, undoubtedly builds up to a complicated pat- looking at a small TV screen. Under fairly bright
tern of excitation whose rise and decay time is of the lighting conditions, when seen in near peripheral visame order as the saccade's duration. When a flash sion, the TV image will appear to flicker slightly,
occurs superimposed on this pattern at a particular but fiated foveally, no flicker will be seen. A second
retinal location, the excitation due to the flash itself source of evidence comes from observations that can
also takes a certain time to build up and to decay. be made by waving a light in a dm room while the
In order to estimate the position of the flash, a sub- eye fmtes a stationary point. The length of the she&
ject must choose some moment and some landmarks made by the moving tight is much shorter in peripheral
within the overall spatiotemporal pattern of excita- vision than in foveal vision. A final observation, altion with respect to which to make his or her judg- ready mentioned by Helmholtz'(1909/1925), is that
ment. It seems most likely that the location of the afterimages remain visible longer in central vision.
Using this idea, one might suggest the following
flash should be decided on the basis of the final,
cumulated pattern of stimulation and not on any in- account for what happens when the flash impinges
stantaneous timeslice of stimulation. This is because. on a peripheral part of the retina. The point on the
first, the visual system is not capable of distinguish: retina excited by the flash will preserve its activity
ing events closer together in time than the period of only for a certain time, say T after its occurrence,
temporal integration, which, being at least 50 msec, where T depends on the retinal location struck, and is
is longer than the duration of the saccade itself, and, presumably long for the fovea but short for periphsecond, decision processes themselves probably can- ery. At this moment, T, when the activity caused by
not separate events like the appearance of the flash the flash is about to disappear, the two white fixation
from immediately preceding and following retinal triangles will already have moved through a certain
distance, creating two streaks of excitation on the
disturbances.
Consider the case of foveal flashes. The data of retina. The length and position of these streaks relsaccade, and moving-scene experiments show that ative to the position of the fading flash excitation is
s u b j e y tend to localize foveal flashes at the final all the subject has to go by in performing his loealizafmtipn mark, B, as though the retina "carried with tion task. Suppose that he chooses some intermediate
it" tHe excitation caused by the flash. There is no in- position along the streaks as corresponding to the
fludnce of the moment of occurrence of the flash. "true" triangle position at moment T, and estimates
TI& is consistent with the idea that localization oc- the distance of the flash excitation from this interdurs only on the basis of the pattern of excitation mediate point (in doing so he may make an error of
'on the retina qfter the saccade, since at this time the estimation caused by inaccuracy in peripheral disremanence from the flash coincides with fixation tance estimations). After the eye comes to rest, he
measures off this distance from the appropriate trim u k B.
For flashes occurring when the eye is stationary
before or after the saccade, the pattern of errors can
be explained by appeal mainly to the first retinal
mechanism, namely systematic differences between
peripheral and foveal vision leading to errors in estimation of position. This was shown by the data in
Figure 6.
ft is interesting that this explanation in terms of
periphery/fovea differences predicts that there will
be no evolution of the size of location errors over
time during the periods before and after the saccade.
There is insufficient data in the present saccade experiment to be sure of this, but there is certainly no
obvious systematic time evolution visible.
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angle, and says he saw the flash at the resulting position.
The predictions made by this hypothesis are dependent on the dynamic characteristics of the smears
caused on the retina by the eye movement and of the
excitation caused by the flash. As shown by E. Matin,
Clyner, and L. Matin's (1972) elegant experiment
and by van der Wildt and Vrolijk's (1981) work on
the asymmetrical propagation of inhibition (see also
Long, 1982, and Burr, 1980). these will be complicated,
and they will depend on the parts of the retina struck
by the streaks and flash. Given the present lack of
knowledge about the dynamic characteristics of different regions of the retina, it is difficult to make precise predictions. However, following the arguments
given in the Appendix, two extreme cases can be isolated, which give the limits within which the responses
should lie if the present hypotheses are correct. These
cases are shown in Figure 7.
As is evident from a comparison with Figures 3,
4, and 5, the true data fall within the predicted limits.
The extreme cases leave a lot of leeway for the true
data. so it is not surprising to find agreement. However, one fundamental prediction arises from the
basic concept inherent in the present discussion,
namely, that localization occurs at time T after flash
occurrence, where T is long in the fovea and short
in the periphery. This prediction is that mislocation
phenomena should depend on the speed of the eye
movement, since the faster the eye moves, the farther
it will have moved during time T. Pilot experiments
done by changing the slide velocity in the movingscene apparatus support this prediction. Furthermore, MacKay (1970) found that mislocation errors

doubled when the velocity of the simulated saccade
was multipled by 4.5.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The starting point for the present study was the
observation that most work on the mislocation phenomenon has neglected to take into account the study
by Bischof and Kramer (1%8) showing that the time
course of mislocation errors may be different when
the flash impinges on different retinal locations.
The present series of experiments reexamined
Bischof and Kramer's claim. The saccade exoeriment
confirmed that the retinal-location effect does exist.
However, the subsequent series of three experiments
showed that a significant portion of the effects can
be attributed to: (1) differences in the visual system's
response to foveal versus peripheral flashes (different
sensitivity to position, possibly differences in temporal response); and (2) complicated retinal events
caused by movement of the visual scene across the
retina. It is thus not necessary to generalize the notion of extraretinal signal to a "moving coordinate
system" in the way Bischof and Kramer suggested.
More important, it is not necessary to use the extraretinal signal notion at all: direct measurement of the
change in extraretinal signal during the saccade shows
the change, if it exists at all, to be less than 1/6th of
the size of the saccade.
To what extent can the extraretinal signal also be
dispensed with in explaining the mislocation effects
found by other authors?
The work of Mateeff (1978) was done under conditions of visible background;plst as were the present experiments. The same retinal mechanisms may
therefore have been active in Mateeff's experiments
and the present ones. Unfortunately, direct comparison of the data from the two experiments is not possible, because Mateeff failed to disconfound time of
stimulation and retinal location stimulated. However, a limited comparison is possible if the saccade
experiment data is purposefully confounded by collapsing over all retinal locations. This was done in
Figure 8. Data will be similar to Mateeff's experiment only if the same combination of retinal locations are stimulated. There is no guarantee that this
was the case. Nevertheless, the data are similar to
Mateeff's, particularly those for Subject K.O.R.,
where the resemblance is striking. For Subjects A.L.S.
and N.C., the similarity is less good, but the range
of errors is similar to that observed by Mateeff, one
of whose subjects also had a negative error before
saccade onset. There is therefore a strong suggestion
-re
7. Tkwcllal predkliow. F(0 b tbe i n j r t o v of tbe
that the extraretinal component in his data was minf o * r l ~ r m r ~ d l s p h y . P ( t ) b i h . l o f s ~ ~ p r rimal
i p ~and that the phenomenon observed by Mateeff
b
u-.
m-.. A.flssb
b
to 1.11 on tbh ~ r r i n h r dl m l i o a .
..- -med
was
the same as that observed here.
TL. b t w c ~ t o m ris^ P(I+T- b) s b o r s ~ t ~ ~ ~ p ortierc
si~io~
A
further polnt concerns location errors before
Ilnh.r -MU be s e n usdm one ermme m o d e Ibr naara rorand after the saccade. In Figure 8 and in Mateeff's
&la
l k o t k r e r ( n a e m d dbcmawd Im the Appodh.
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esting to speculate whether such differences might
account for the data these workers obtained.
Suppose no extraretinal information is available to
subjects other than the knowledge of the approximate moment that the saccade occurred, and the
approximate size of the saccade. Suppose, as before,
that subjects make their judgments only on the basis
of the information available on the retina qlrer the
saccade. Since, after the saccade, the eye is resting
in the dark, and since the initial fixation point disappeared more than 300-400 msec before the saccade, the only retinal information available is the
remanence of the test flash. Now, the strength of this
remanence is an indication of the moment at which
the flash occurred, with some inaccuracy introduced
by periphery/fovea differences. If the remanence was
very weak, the subject might assume that the flash
had occurred fairly near the beginning of the saccade, that is, before the eye had got very far towards
the saccadic target. In that case, if the rernanence
was on the left of the fovea, he would guess that the
flash had occurred to the left of the initial fixation
point. Similarly, if the remanence was on the right,
the subject would guess that the flash had occurred
to the right of the initial fixation point. On the other
hand,
a fairly strongremanence would suggest that the
N p n 8. lralb of tk pee.* apd!aent pWld over dl
flash had occurred late in the saccade. Its position
m U d loallom, bat k&;
l l u h podtion in apace colutut. For
relative to the fovea at the arrival point is therefore
a n w p r b o m rltb MatrtfI (1978). mMoaUom a m u e plotted
i r ~ o f m * ~ l e d ~ ~ t l o m . U t L n w e r e m quite
r r - near its veridical position. Knowing approxmn, 9 pd.b w a l l IL om tk x 4 . Two flubpolition~Im
imately the amplitude of the saccade, the subject can
fort& tluL w c maMe&. ow on eltha slde 01 I& midpoint
estimate
whether this position is left or right of the
brtrwm A ud B: A t4.8 dq and A+1.2 d q 0.c.. 1.2 dq om
initial fixation point.
elthrddeoltkmldpoi.tktweaAdB).
Use of such a strategy will lead to a pattern of leftright judgments in which the point of subjective
data, these errors are not zero and they show changes equality begins to move slowly some time before the
as a function of time. Some workers have taken this saccade and reaches its final stable position only well
to be evidence that the mislocation effect has an ex- after the saccade. This slowness of the change in the
traretinal origin, the argument being that retinal ef- point of subjective equality (and therefore of the defects cannot be active before and after the saccade, duced extraretinal signal) will be seen because the
since the eye is stationary. In fact, however, the ap- subject has only a poor conception of the exact time
parent deviations from zero and the time evolutions, at which his saccade occurred, and so he attempts
at least in the saccade data. are an artifact of the way (inappropriately) to use the remanence strategy for
the data are pooled. In Figure 8 and in Mateeff (1978). flashes occurring both before and after the saccade.
The above discussion shows that even in the dark,
data are pooled over an uncontrolled variety of retinal locations, each location giving rise to different in the conditions of Matin and his co-workers' exsystematic errors. The resulting mean error therefore periments, there may be ways of explaining the sysmainly reflects differences in the distributions of tematic time dependence of subjects' judgments
retinal locations sampled at different times. A final without making use of the notion of a time-varying
extraretinal signal.
point concerning Mateeff's notion of "generalized
In conclusion, the present experiments show that
moment of stimulus presentation" is given in the
when there is a visible background, flash mislocation
Appendix.
The work of L. Matin and Pearce (1%5), L. Matin. data can to a large extent be explained by retinal
E. Matin, and Pearce (1%9), L. Matin, E. Matin, and mechanisms. The action of these retinal mechanisms
Pola (1970). and Monahan (1972) was done in the can be observed only if data are plotted separately
dark, so there was no smear created on the retina for the different retinal locations stimulated by the
by a moving background. However, differences be- flash. One of these retinal mechanisms, namely the
tween the responses of the visual system to peripheral difference between the peripheral and foveal position
and foveal flashes undoubtedly still exist. It is inter- sense, may be active even under conditions of stimFLASH AT 4 0 '
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ulation in which there is no visible background. A
significant body of research done in the dark has not
considered this possibility. The influence of the extraretinal signal on mislocation errors in the dark
therefore has yet to bedetermined.

1. The present data supplement the findings of Bischof and
Kramet (1968) by a more systematic exploration of retinal l o w
tions and instants of flash occwrence. In particular. m the present
aperiment. flashes could occur beyond the s d e endpoints.
whereas in Bixhof and Kramer's experiment flashes always ocnured between the two fmtion marks. For retinal regions and
flash inrunts common t o both studies, very good papeement is
found in the data. Thus. the data for Bischof and Kramer's S u b
jen K. for whom there were data for retinal locations -7 to +2
scale marks (corresponding t o -3.5 to + I fifths of the saccade) is
w y similar to that for the present Subject K.O.R. for rettnal Iocations -7.2 t o +2.4 deg, or -3 to + I fifths of the saccade. (MY
further exDeriments showed that the mislocation errors become
Iaruer
- For the ourwse of com- - ~whin the saccade becomes larner.
&son with other studies, it therefore appuur preferable to measure the errors u a fraction of total aaccc.de length.) Bischof and
Kruner's Subject N is also very similar to my Subject N.C. as far
as their dam permit comparison; that is, thcir retinal locations -3
to +2 scale marks. or -1.5 to +2 fifths of the sacesde. correspond
approximately to our retinal locations of -2.4 to +4.8 deg. It is imponant t o note that this good a m a n e n t between the results of the
two studies shows that the effena do not deocnd criticallv
. u .w n
lilhting conditions, flash remanence, visual &vironment, and sacd e size (when errors we measured as a proponion of the saccade),
all of which weredtfferent in the Bischof and Kramer sludy.
2. In experiments Wing done in my laboratory, the errors appear
w consist of an undn6limation of distancu by about 10% in
peripheral visioon; that is. flashes appearing near rued reference
points tend to be located 10% nearer those poinu than they really
U
-L
3. A possible w u n t e a g u m w t to this might be the following:
I t might be a ~ m e d
thnt the 8rowth of the extrareiid signal m r rapon& t o an attenlioml shift accompanyins eye movements.
.da similar a t r e n t i d shift could oenu in the moving-sane
experiment m m p n y i n g the slide movement. However, it must
k noted that for the moving~ecnecxpuiment in the case of Subi s u N.C. and A.L.S.. it was the ex&entcr
who detetmined
ihc. insunt a- t which the simulated Jkrpdc m c d . whereas it
w u the subject h i l l who did so in the case of ~ 0 . Itkwould
be very unlikely that the time m u m of an attention shift would
be the ume under conditiom when the simulated h
e instant
w u dctcnnined by the subject and when it waa determined by
the exprimenter. And yet comparison of the resulting graphs
shows that the time course of the mislwation effects are identical
(cf.. in putieulpr. K.O.R. and N.C.). It can therefore be assumed
thnt the misloution effects found here are trulv caused bv r e t i d
dlru~rrelated to the image shift. The -&loation errors
in the veslde experiment for flas.h& occurring during the sacmde
a n thneforc probably also be accounted f n on the basis of purely
reiinal effects.
4. Although the straightforward version of the extraretinal signal hypothesis obviously cannot be reconciled with this result, at
fuslsight it mipht be thought that MateefTs " g m e r a l i i moment
of stimulus Dresenution" idea (cf. Apandix) could be slightly
modif4 t o iccount for the present dac. It mighc be arguededthat
the 5 - r m s i n t m a l between successive flashes was so shon that
the&
bv
svsIem
........-.....of rcvrn flaJla would be &nsidmed
.~~~
-~
,thc
~-visual
~-~~
~,~
aa just a cinple, longduration (larh falling on tlie given retinal
location, to which a sin& "generalized moment" would be at.
tributed. But note that the subjects did not permve a single flash.
but rather a s m d d u m p of flashes (on the screen. some flashes
~
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~
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~

~
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~

~

were Sometimes seen as quite separate from others. though the
total spread was never more than 2 d a ) . Under the rerinal smear
h~poIhesis,this is easily understood as bdng because calibration
etror caused each flash t o land on a slightly diffmnt retinal l a tion. Under Mateeffs theory, it would be necessary to suppow
that the whole clnmp of flashes should & attributed to a single
"generalized moment,'' even though they are neither temporally nor
spatidy contiguous. This seems to be stretching the theory tw far.
5. I am indebted to J. Roufs for pointing this out to me.
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Ptcdktionr fur Fluhes During the Sacude Using the
Hypothe& of Peripherg/Fovca Remlaence DUfcrencc
Suppose t is time from the beginning of the eye movem a t , and suppose P(t) is the position of the retinal location stimulated, measured with respect to the left fuation
triangle. For a flash occurring at time t, localizatton takes
place at time t +T, at which moment the retinal location
stimulated by the tlash has moved to position P(t+T),
measured with respect to the left triangle. (T is the remanence of the retina at the location stimulated.)
The first of the two extreme cases to consider is the case
when the subject makes his localization with respect to the
most recent position on the retina stimulated by one or
the other of the trtangles, let us say the left one. If the excitation caused by the triangle moving across the retina
builds up instantaneously, then the excitation uill be in the
same retinal location as the triangle itself, and so the subiect will estimate the flash oosition to be P(T+ t) from it.
Now, assume it t&es time b for the moving lriangle stimulation to build uv (b will be a function of the retinal position currently being traversed by the triangle, but will presumably be small-on the order of milliseconds). At the
moment of localization t + T. the left triangle uill be distance P(t + T ) from the retinal location stimulated by the
flash, but excitation will not yet have built up at this position. Excitation will only have built up from rhe triangle
at a position where it was b time units earlier. that is, at
distance P(t + T - b) from the retinal location stimulated by
the flash. P(t + T - b) will therefore be the estimated flash
position. This is indicated by the dashed curve in Figure 7.
Note that the curve depends on the values of T and b. T
is a function of the retinal position struck by the flash, and
is therefore not a function of time; b is a function of the
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retinal position currently being traversed by the triangle A,
and so is a function of time.
The
second
. ~
- ~
~ of
.
. the
- two
~ extreme
~ ~ cases
~ to consider is that
in which, instead of making his localization with respect
to
the
most recent l"fmhest") end of the streak created
~.
~~.
by the triangles moving across the retina, the subject makes
his localization with resoect to the other end of the streak.
that is, its least recent-("stalest") end. If there were no
decay or inhibitory effects at all, the stalest end of the
streak would be at the retinal position occupied by the triangle before the eye began moving, that is, for the left triangle, the fovea. Localizing the flash with respect to the
left triande therefore means localizing the flash with respect to the fovea. A flash stimulatinga given retinal position will be seen as at a constant distance from the left triande.~,
indenendentlv. of its moment of occurrence. This
conclusion becomes untenable. however, when one considers what happens if the flash occurs very late i n t h e eye
movement. In that case, the left triangle has almost arrived
at its final position in the left periphery, and the right triangle is coming to rest near the fovea. suppose that the
retinal location stimulated by the flash is a little ways into
t h e right periphery. Then it is unlikely that the subjec?
would use the excitation on the fovea caused by the lefr
triangle as a reference, since the right triangle's excitation
is more recent and closer to the position stimulated by the
flash. It therefore seems reasonable to oostulate that there
is a critical moment at which the subject changes from
using the foveal excitation remaining from the left triangle
to using the most recent excitation created by the right
triangle. The critical moment will depend on the proximity
of the retinal location stimulated by the flash to one or the
other of these reference streaks. The crosses in Figure 3
show the mislocation errors predicted for a hypothetical
value of this critical moment.
~~

-

~~~

r

~

~~~

~

Relation to the Notion of "Peraptim Time"
The mechanisms presented here appear to be related to
the old idea of Hazelhoff and Wiersma (19241, according
to which there is a "nerceution time" delav between the
moment of the flash Bnd ;he moment it i;"perceived."
However, the perception time idea runs into two kinds of
difficulties. First, once the flash is "perceived," its position
must be comoared with some standard (ex.. the scale) in
real space. his standard must also be "&rceived," and
this will also take a certain time. "Perception time" must
therefore actually be taken to be the diffcrcoce in the time
needed to perceive the flash and the standard.' Secondly.
note that Mateeff. Mltrani. and Yakimoff 11977a. L977b)
have recently looked more dosely at the predictionr made
bv the simoler form of the notion of nercevtion time. using
target tracking rather than a saccade:~hey show that if the
notion is to be retained, different perception times must
be postulated, depending on the brightness of the flash.
its orobability of occurrence, and the velocity of the tracking. On neither neurophysiological nor cognitive grounds
is it easy to understand why perception time should depend
on tracking velocity. Also, as pointed out by Mateeff et al.,
there is a discrepancy between perception times measured
in saccade experiments and in tracking experiments. All
these facts may be better explained not in terms of perception time, but in terms of the relative location of streaks
on the retina, as suggested here.

Relntion to Mateeft's "Generalized Moment
of Stimulus PrrsenUtion"
Mateeff (1978) postulated an extraretinal signal to account for his mislocation effects, and calculated the time
course of the signal that would be necessary for it to account for his data. The signal calculated in this way starts
to rise about 50 msec before saccade onset lcorresoondinn
to mislocation errors appearing for flashes 50 m s k before
saccade onset) and reaches the value required for veridical
perception within 20 msec after saccade end. He then tested
the validity of this calculated signal by replacing the brief
(0.5 msec) flash by one of longer duration (9 msec) and
asking subjects to estimate the positions of the endpoints
of the smear that had been seen. He found that if the previously calculated extraretinal signal was used to deduce
what would happen in the new "streak" experiment, the
wrong oredictions were made for the portion of the misthe calculated
location -a praeding saccade onsct.~~ince
extraretinal signal rises slowly well before raccade onset,
the beginning and end of a 9-&ec flash presented well before saccade onset should be attributed to different locations in space. Instead, they are seen as strictly coincident.
Only for flashes presented after the saccade begins does a
streak with separate endpoints appear. To get over this
problem, Mataff proposed that, for a stimulus occupying
a riven retinal location. the visual svstem uses the extrare&l signal to calcula& tlash position only once. and tbat
this is done not at tlash onset. or at its offset. but at some
intermediate moment which he called the "generalized moment of stimulus ~rewntation."
though this is a very ingenious method of accounting
for the data, the retinal mechanisms proposed here do

equally well. For pre- and postsaccadic flashes, it is clear
that since the eye is stationary, no streak will be seen. For
flashes during the saccade, the subject makes his response
by comparing the mition of the streak on the retina created
by the flash with respect to the position of the streak on
the retina created by the scale. Although the streak created
by the flash was previously of negligible length, because
of the flash's negligible duration, now a longer duration
flash gives rise to a significant streak. The exact length of
this streak will depend on the dynamic properties of the
regions of the retina that it crosses. Presumably the subject
will choose some intermediate position on the streak caused
by the flash, in addition to choosing. as before. an intermediate position on the streak caused by the scale. This
modifies the earlier predictions made for instantaneous
flashes in exactly the same way as Mateeff's "generalized
moment of perception" hmothesis. It can be concluded
that insofar & ~ a t n f f ' sda& is concerned, both Mateeff's
model and the retinal mechanisms proposed here can deal
with the data. Only the retinal mechanisms, however, deal
satisfactorily with the dependency of misloeation errors on
retinal location shown by Bischof and Kramer (1968) and
the present saccade and moving-scene experiments. Only
the retinal mechanisms explain why, in conditions in which
the eye is stationary, similar mislocation phenomena can
be generated by moving the scene (moving-scene experiment, and MacKay. 1970).
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